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19. Abstract

The principal objective of this research has been to characterize
cooperative transitions of coupled, dopant ions in solids and to investigate
potential applications for novel lasers. Major accomplishments of the
program after three years include demonstration of the first
continuous-wave lasers pumped by pair and trio transitions, development of
a cooperative upconversion laser and a description of its unusual dynamics.
These Er3+ lasers were pumped optically at 1.5 gm and operated at 2.8gm
and 0.85 g~m by virtue of cooperative pair and trio excitation processes
respectively. The cw trio laser achieved an efficiency of nearly 30% on the
4S3/2 - 4113/2 transition which is "self-terminating" at low intensities, a

surprisingly high value. This efficiency is the highest of any upconversion
laser reported to date and illustrates the important ootential of this
excitation mechanism for sustaining inversions on new transitions in rare
earth lasers.

Avalanche upconversion dynamics and associated nonlinear optical response
was also reported for the first time in Tm:YALO crystals at room
temperature. The avalanche mechanism involves a cooperative
down-conversion (cross relaxation) step and is a promising method of
pumping rare earth lasers at entirely new (diode compatible) wavelengths,
corresponding to excited state absorptions rather than ground state
absorptions. Quantum theory describing the threshold for photo-darkening
and the role of energy migration in avalanches was developed, and
semi-quantitative agreement obtained with preliminary measurements of
nonlinear susceptibilities. Cooperative dynamics in general, and avalanche
dynamics in particular, were shown to furnish a promising new mechanism
not only for solid state lasers but for nonlinear optical interactions as well,
opening the door to practical signal processing and switching applications
exploiting the low intensity thresholds of avalanche processes.
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SECTION 1

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHMENTS

This section presents a brief description of key advances made during the
contract period 5/1/88-10/31/91. Section 2 presents a list of published
papers, and conference and colloquium presentations made during the
report period. Patent applications filed within the report period are listed
in Section 3. More detailed descriptions of the scientific work itself, as
well as its implications and applications are described in reprints of
scientific papers published during the contract period, and included as an
appendix in this report.

LIST OF MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS

1. Demonstration of the first cw pair-pumped solid state laser. Operation at room temperavire.
See Section 3 on patents.

2. Demonstration of the first cw trio-pumped solid state laser. Operation with very high
efficiency at liquid nitrogen temperature. See Section 3 on patents.

3. Rate equation analysis achieves basic consistency with the observation of continuous
inversion sustained on a normally self-terminating transition with lower laser level pumping.

4. Development of quantum theory from the Liouville equation capable ,i describing near
neighbor coherent dynamics as well as energy migration over macroscopic distances.

5. Prediction and preliminary observation of sustained, oscillato- y output from pair-pumped
lasers at threshold and well above threshold.

6. Discovery of avalanche upconversion at room temperature in Tm:YALO and microscopic
explanation of the origin of threshold behavior.

7. Demonstration of two-beam coupling (nonlinearaixing) mediated by cooperative
nonlinearities.

8. Discovery of spatial modulation of laser beams by cooperative nonlinearities (far field ring
patterns).
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SECTION 2

PUBLICATIONS & PRESENTATIONS

This section presents a list of publications, as well as conference and
colloquium presentations made during the contract period (May 1, 1988 -
October 31, 1991). Reprints of substantial scientific papers are attached
as appendices to this report.

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS

1. (Invited contribution) S.A. Pollack, D.B. Chang, M. Birnbaum and S.C.
Rand, Upconversion Lasers Excited by Pairs and Trios, Optics News 14,
No.12, 21(1988).

2. (Invited) S.C. Rand, Pair Processes in Coherent Optical Interactions,
XVI International Quantum Electronics Conference, 18-21 July 1988,
Tokyo, Japan.

3. (Invited) S.C. Rand, Pair-pumped Upconversion Solid State Lasers,
Laser Materials and Laser Spectroscopy, 25-27 July 1988, Shanghai,
PRC.

4. (Invited dept. colloquium) S.C. Rand, Pair Processes in Coherent Optical
Interactions, Dept. of Physics and Astronomy, University of Toledo,
Toledo, Ohio, September 29, 1988.

5. (Invited Dept. colloquium) S.C. Rand, Pair Processes in Coherent Optical
Interactions, Dept. of Physics and Astronomy, Oakland University,
Oakland, Michigan, October 12, 1988.

6. S.C. Rand, Pair Processes in Coherent Optical Interactions, Harry
Diamond Laboratories, Germantown, Maryland, February 2, 1989.

7. S.C. Rand, Collisions Gelees, Colloque du Laboratoire de Spectrometrie
Physique, Universite de Grenoble, 1989.
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8. S.C. Rand, Collisions Gelees, Colloque du departement d'optique,
Universite de Lyon, 1989.

9. P. Xie and S.C. Rand, Pair-pumped Continuous-wave Solid State Laser,
in Digest of Topical Meeting on Advanced Solid State Lasers. 1990
(Optical Society of America, Washington, DC.) Salt Lake City, Utah,
March 5-7, 1990, pp.179-181.

10. P. Xie and S.C. Rand, Pair-pumped, Continuous-wave Upconversion
Laser, in Digest of Conference on Lasers and Electro-ootics 1990,
IEEE/Leos and Optical Society of America, Anaheim, California, May
21-25, 1990, paper CME4.

11. P. Xie and S.C. Rand, Trio Upconversion Laser, Annual Meeting of the
Optical Society of America, Boston, Massachusetts, November 4-9,
1990, paper THL8.

12. P. Xie and S.C. Rand, Continuous-wave Pair-pumped Laser, Optics
Letters 15, 848(1990).

13. P. Xie and S.C. Rand, Trio Upconversion Laser, Applied Physics Letters
57, 1182(1990).

14. S. Rand, Upconversion Lasers and coupled Atom Physics, Graduate
seminar in Modern Physics, Dept. of Physics, University of Michigan,
1990.

15. S. Rand, Cooperative Nonlinear Optics, Applied Physics Seminar,
University of Michigan, January 30, 1991.

16. S.C. Rand (invited), Cooperative Optical Nonlinearities, Quantum
Electronics and Laser Science Conference (QELS '91), Baltimore, MD,
May 12-17, 1991, paper QTHK1.

17. D. Redman (invited), S. Brown, S. Rand and S. Satoh, High Resolution
Four-Wave Mixing Spectroscopy of Nitrogen-Vacancy Centers in
Diamond, Quantum Electronics and Laser Science Conference (QELS'91),
Baltimore, MD, May 12-17, 1991, paper QMA7.
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18. P. Xie and S.C. Rand, Cooperative Upconversion Lasers, Conference on
Lasers and Electro-optics (CLEO'91), Baltimore, MD, Mayl 2-17, 1991,
paper CTuW20.

19. Q. Shu and S.C. Rand, Beam Coupling by Cooperative Nonlinearities,
Conference on Lasers and Electro-optics (CLEO'91), Baltimore, MD, May
12-17, 1991, paper CWL5.

20. P. Xie and S.C. Rand, Continuous-wave, Pair-pumped Laser, in Advanced
Solid State Lasers, Vol. 6, eds. H.P. Jenssen and G. Dube, Optical
Society of America, 1991, pp. 190-191.

21. H. Ni and S.C. Rand, Avalanche Upconversion in Tm:YALO, Optics Letters
16 1424(1991).
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SECTION 3

PATENT APPLICATIONS

1. S.C. Rand, Continuous-wave, Pair-pumped Laser, Patent Application
Serial No. 487,885 filed March 2, 1990 (Assignment to University of
Michigan). Under review.

2. S.C. Rand, Trio Upconversion Laser, Continuation-in-Part (CIP) filed
May 16, 1990 for Patent Application Serial No. 487,885 filed March 2,
1990 (Assignment to University of Michigan). Patent issued August 6,
1991 (No. 5,038,358).
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APPENDIX A

Reprints of Published Papers
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(A SATELLITE MEETING OF IQEC '88)

Shanghai, China
July 25-27, 1988
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Wang ZWll
Director, Shanghai Institute of Optics &
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Zhain Zhlmln
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PAIR-PUMPED UPCONVERSION SOLID STATE LASERS

Stephen C. Rand, Depts. of Physics and Electrical Engineering,

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109.

Recent work has revealed an interesting class of nonlinear optical

phenomena in which weak, electronic coupling between clusters of a few

atoms has an important influence on coherent optical interactions. In this

paper we consider primarily the observation of pair-pumped upconversion

laser action in rare-earth-doped solids. However we also describe briefly

several other new effects which are similarly due to multi-atom

processes. These include optical suppression of the Van der Waars force,

the occurrence of seven-line resonance fluorescence spectra in stationary

pair systems, and the influence of dark pair processes in four-wave

mixing spectroscopy.

Cooperative effects in the radiation from small groups of atoms develop

as the result of short-range multipole-multipole or exchange interactions.

They are quite different from effects like superradiance in which

interatomic coupling is furnished by the radiation field itself or

multi-photon processes in which sequential linear processes or nonlinear

response of single atoms is involved. The mechanism for the results

reported here depends on simple electric dipole-dipole coupling between

atoms combined with the driving force of intense coherent light.

t
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In the past, pair interactions had significant impact only on the operation

of lasers In which energy downconversion played a role. For example, the

N-line ruby laser operated on a difference pair transition near 703 nm

instead of the usual 694 nm transition. The more recent Tm,Ho:YSGG and

Tm:YSAG lasers have quantum efficiencies close to two, rather than unity,

because single incident photons are able to promote two ions to the upper

laser level via nearly resonant energy transfer processes involving dopant

pairs. However, we are principally concerned here with pair Interactions

in solids which furnish energy upconversion through energy "pooling". Of

course multiphoton processes relying on linear or nonlinear

susceptibilities of individual atoms are commonly used for frequency

upconversion of radiation and even laser pumping. However, extremely

efficient upconversion can also occur by cooperative multi-atom

processes involving simultaneous transitions on two or more atoms.

Cooperative pair pumping in 5% Er:YLF has recently been shown to produce

laser action from an upconverted energy state following pumping at 1.54

microns with an Er:glass laser on the ground state (Jul 5/2) to first

resonance (J-1 3/2) transition. In Er crystals with low rare earth

concentrations, the lifetime of the second excited state (J-1 1/2)

normally exceeds that of J-13/2 and laser action on the 11/2 to 13/2

transition is quenched. However, at high Er concentrations pair

interactions contribute to depletion of the lower level and laser action

becomes possible. In the Er system, two 13/2 Ions decay cooperatively to

yield one high energy ion in the 9/2 state, which relaxes rapidly to the

upper laser level (J-1 1/2). The cooperative process has a very high rate
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because of strong inter-atom coupling and the long 13/2 lifetime In YLF.

Its rate gr'eatly exceeds the spontaneous decay from the same state as

well as the filling rate from higher states at modest Input powers. The

upconversion process is shown for the first time to be so effective In

Er:YLF that this mechanism alo can invert 11/2 with respect to lower

states. Cw operation is also predicted, despite the fact that atoms are

excited directly to the lower laser level by pump radiation. The

interatomic coupling merely has to be strong enough so that depletion

exceeds the filling rate in the lower level. Analysis of saturation and

coherence effects in laser systems of this kind will be presented.

Other effects of pair interactions on coherent optical phenomena which

have been observed or calculated recently are also reported. The pair

resonance fluorescence spectrum for example is predicted to consist of

seven lines, rather than the usual three, because transitions occur

between triplets of dressed states rather than doublets. Also, coherent

dips are predicted in the stimulated pair emission spectrum when the Rabi

frequency reaches a value determined by the strength of the interatomic

coupling. These coherent features are due to dynamic decoupling of the

atomic pair interactions by the light field, a phenomenon called the

electric magic angle effect. At the magic angle condition, the Van der

Waal's force between the coupled atoms is suppressed.

In addition, experimental results from nearly degenerate four-wave

mixing spectroscopy (NDFWM) have revealed that the coherent signal
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intensity is rensitive to non.radiative (dark) processes involving

cross-relaxation of ionic pairs in crystals. In the promising laser host

material Boeta-Alumina, weak pair processes are observed at high

concentrations of trivalent Nd dopant Ions with NDFWM, but are obscured

in conventional fluorescence studies by overwhelming decay contributions

from other Impurities. Lineshape analysis of the (1 kHz wide) four.wave

mixing spectrum reveals the onset of cross-relaation at 6xi02 0 Nd/cm3 ,

although excited state decay times measured in fluorescence are constant

throughout this doping range. Saturation Intensities determined from the

NDFWM results also decrease by an order of magnitude in this density

range, establishing that the maximum useful density of Nd Ions In this

material for laser applications is limited by a dark pair process.

Hence pair interactions can have major effects on practical laser

operation and in future will permit construction of efficient lasers with

operating wavelengths much shorter than the excitation wavelengths. It

is now known that pair processes can be enhanced In special crystal

systems where the majority of absorbers consist of pairs or trios of

atoms. In such solids it is to be expected that higher upconversion

efficiencies and further novel aspects of such interactions will be

encountered in studies of stimulated emission and de-localized

coherences induced on spatially separated atoms.

This work was supported by AFOSR.
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Continuous-Wave, Pair-Pumped Laser

Ping Xie and Stephen C. Rand

Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, University of Michigan,
1301 Beal Avenue, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-2122

Abstrct from an NaCI color center laser. The observed
threshold was 105 mW. The evidence that laser

We report room temperature operation of the first emission is due exclusively to the upconversion
continuous-wave laser which relies exclusively on mechanism and not to two-photon absorption is
cooperative upconversion by coupled ionic pairs to shown in Fig. 3. In this figure the time dependence of
achieve population inversion. 4

111/2 population is monitored by detection of 985nm
fluorescence following short pulse excitation. No
prompt fluorescence peak was observed within the

Experiment excitation pulsewidth. Instead, a slow risetime is
observed after termination of the pump pulse, clearly

The energy -level diagram of the Er3
* ion is shown in indicating that upconversion proceeds purely by pair

Fig. 1. The crosses on energy level 4i13/2 represent spontaneous processes in the long-lived 413M state at
erbium ions resonantly excited with a cw color center the low excitation intensities in this experiment.
laser operating at 1.5 1Im. Ion-ion interactions induce Research sponsored by the Air Force Office of
cooperative energy upconversion as shown in the Scientific Research (AFSC) under Contract F49620-
figure. The curved arrows indicate the dynamics 88-C-0079.
schematically, with ion 2 losing energy by returning
to ground state, and ion 1 gaining energy by
upconversion to the energy level 419/2 (lifetime -
7 vis4)41 which then relaxes rapidly to populate the
upper laser level 4111/2. In dilute Er: CaF2 crystals the 4
transition -11 12 - 4132 is self-quenched because the 9
I13C, lifetime exceeds that of 41/2 by at least a factor 9

of two (2]. However Er - Er interactions in 04
roncntrated crystals make the 4113/2 lifetime 11/2
excitation dependent. As a result even when the lovci
laser level is pumped, as in the present work, it 4
becomes possible to achieve steady-state inversion i
from upconverted states without the assistance of 13/2
multiphoton excitation. This agrees with an exact rate
equation analysis of the dynamics which includes 2- 4
photon absorption to 419/2 [51 and a stability analysis
[51 which uses the Routh - Hurwitz criterion and
shows the absence of sustained relaxation oscillations ion I ion 2
in the system.

Cw Er 3  laser output power at 2.75 gtm versus Figure 1. Energy levels involved in the cw pair-
absorbed input pump power at 1.51gm is shown in pumped erbium laser. The curved arrows indicate the
Fig. 2. The upconversion laser operated in the cccooperative pair process involving two resonantlyfundamental TEM% mode. With 2% output coupling excited ions which results in population inversion in
it generated a maximum cw output power of 9 mW the upconverted energy state 4
with 200mW pump power (4.5% overall efficiency)

190
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Figure 2. Log - Log plot of cw output power of the (submitted).

Er 3,: CaF, upconversion laser vs absorbed cw input
power above threshold. The solid curve illustrates
the quadratic dependence followed at low powers
and shows the onset of saturation at higher powers.
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Figure 3. 41l Ir- 4115/2 fluorescence versus time at
985nm excited by a 30 ps (acousto-optically tailored)
rectangular laser pulse at X = 1.51 , m, also shown
in the figure. The absence of fluorescence response
during the excitation pulse indicates that the upper
laser level is only populated after termination of
pumping. This upconversion therefore occurs
entirely by the pair process indicated in Fig. I (2ms /
div.).
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QMA7 Ultrahigh resolution
four-wave-mixing spectroscopy of
nitrogen-vacancy centers in
diamond

D. Redman, S. Brown. S. Rand, and S. Satoh*
Department of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science. University o ,vfichzgan, Ann
Arbor, Mtchigan 48109-2122

The nitrogen-vacancy center in diamond exlukxts are chopped at dtfkrent frequencies and the sig.
a zero-phonon transition at 637 nm that has na is detected at the sum trequencv. This inter-
been assigned as an A -. E transition at a site modulation technique eliminates dc background
with trigonal symmetry.' Paramagnetic reso- and improves the signal-to-noise ratio by a tactor
nance studies revealed a triplet feature that was of 20.
originally assigned to an excited state. More Figure 2 shows the signal-averaged NDFM
recently, it was argued that the triplet signal spectrum for two different frequencv sep
actually arose from the ground state.5 1 We ranges at a temperature of 80 K. The 10-Hz scan
employ a new method of ultra-high-resolution shows an ultranarrow resonance with a FX,, HM
nearly degenerate four-wave-mixing (NDFWM) of 1.8 Hz. Each point represents a step or 200
spectroscopy, as well as persistent hole burning mHz. The inset shows a wide scan exhibiting a
and electron paramagnetic resonance, to mea- broad peak with a width of 372 Hz. The two res-
sure the metastable spin singlet excited-state onances are indicative of two decay times in the
lifetime and the ground-state spin-lattice relaxa- optical excittation. The theory of NDFWM pre-
tion tune and also to prove that the ground state dicts a peak centered at zero detuning for each
is indeed a triplet, ground state decay channel associated with the

The NDFWM experimental arrangement is system, each having a FWHM proportional to
shown in Fig. 1. The single-mode ring dye laser the decay rate. The tnplet-tripet zero-phonon
is tuned to the zero-phonon transition at 637 rim transition is strongly allowed with a tluores-
at a temperature of 80 K. The effects of laser jit- cence decav rate of 13 ns. 5 so the ultranarrow
ter are eliminated by denving all beams from resonance must arise from a rnetastable S = 0
the same highly stabilized lase The probe beam excited state with a spin-forbidden transition
is upshifted by the first A-O modulator fre- lifetime of 555 ms. The broader peak corre-
quency and is subsequently downshifted by the sponds to a decay time T of 2.7 ms. consistent
second. The probe is detuned by stepping the with the spin-lattice decay time measured in
frequency of the second synthesizer for course ESR experiments, which we describe next.
resolution or. in a novel development, by impos- To prove that the triplet signal arises trom
ing a linear phase ramp on the rf signal to the the ground state, paramagnetic resonance spec-
second A-O modulator for subhet resolution. tra were recorded at a trequency ot 92 GHz
This improvement increases resolutiot by nearly with no optical exirtation. Exceptionally low sat-
three orders of magnitude over pmwim work uration power of the N-V microwave resonances
and is limited only by the stability of the phase required powers below 2 iiW. The signal
driving electronics and the instantaneous strength followed a Curie law temperature
linewidth of the lasee Synchrrtous detection is dependence, indicative of an isolated ground
employed throughout hosvwt the narrowness state. The rate was independent of both concen-
of the resonance in the high-resolution scan pre- tration and optical power, indicating that the
vents chopping of an input beam in order to decay resulted from spin-lattice relaxation. Fur-
avoid modulation sideb nds in the spectrum. thermore, T, was determined to be 3.3 ms at
The wide frequency scan employs a new devel- room temperature by measunng the decay ot the
opment in which the pump and probe beams signal upon removal of optca excitation at 6328

A. This is in good agreement with our fre-
*taNmi Reserh Labomtories. Sumamo Ektr Indus- quency-domain NDFWM measurement.
tris, Ltd., ltams, Hypgo 664, *iL

1. G. Dvis and . E Hamt Proc. R. Soc. Lon-
don, Set A 341. 285 (1976)

2. J. H. N. Loubser and . A. van Wyk. Diamond
Res. 11, 4 (1977

3. N. R. S. Reddy,. Lunun. 36, 46 (1987)
4. E. van OCert. N. B. Manson, and M. Glasbeek, I

Phys. C: 2. 43M5 (1968)
5. AT. Collins. M. F ,ThomuaandM. I Jorge

Phys. C. 16. 2177 (193)
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*QMA7 Fig. 2. Signal-averaged spectrum
shwing the 1.8- and 3fl-Hz resonancm The full
figure shot" the hqgh-resuui scan of the narrow
certral resonance with dama points separated by
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QThK1 Cooperative optical nmlinearities
S. C. Rand
Deprments of ElwtriW Enginw'mg and
1.imtputer Scirnc, Lunimrity ofMihigan, Ann
Arbor, Micdgan 48109-2122

Nonlinear-optical processes leed on the local- Novel two am coupin techniqu were
ized response of individual atoms to strong used to evaluate thud-oed oopesti sus
applied optia fiekls are well known. In addi- ceptibility a a fw'titk of intenity. Te beam

aion, strong noninearites haw been demon- hum a s zlenrequency dye Laer was split Irwo a
strated in recent years for delocaiized excitations stw puzmp beam and a weak transmitted
in organic molecules and artificial structures lke probe beam whose in-phase intensity ws
quantum wells and superiattices. Her, hoVwevt recorded versus detuning. Programmable
we present observations and theory of a now detuning of the probe beam was acconp/Lsed
delocalized mechanism for nonlinear optics due with acousto-optc moduLaon for continuous
to cooperative population dynamics in the spectral scans over a range of 10 mHz-10 MHz.
ei tates of rare-earth solids. Cooperative The results for n2 versus intensity are sho"w in
nomklinanties ae shown to exhibt unusual fe- Fig. 3.
tuns, such as threshold uindiemt inteist, and The key results are that the measure suscep.
are expected to exhibit temporal oscilations' tibtfity shows an abrupt increase at the coopew.
and intrinsic chaotic behavior in strong c'p 4 "nS rive rinlaity h and system response
limits.2  tv olnat h-hl n ytmrsos

time incmeases. Continuous , -tical power of
Eerm v been peford at only a few tens of milliwatts with moderae

tep in a 2% Tm-doped crystal for which focusing generates sizeable nonlinearities. Den-
norlinear absorption is observed on the sity matrix theory using pair states of the model
3 -14-'G 4 Pt'd state absorption (ESA) transi- in Fig. 1 also predicts population oscillations for
tim (Fi. 1). Grwwd-ste absorption at this interatomic coupling strengths (transfer fre.
wavelength is negligible. NeverthUih=-A U quencies) which exceed the natural decay rates
ing absorption appears owing to a sharp of the ions, a condition believed to be satisfied
incresor "valanche in popla- or, the rare-earth transitior ve have investa-
tion, as verified directly by -H4 emumort nme- gated. Hence, the nor.hnear s'.isceptibilities
suruerd at 1.9 p&m s intenity (f 2) themse should exhibit temporal oscillatins,

n highly doped crystls Tm io paw cm and calulations on a two-level model' sugest
pool thir energy by virtueof ha oru - that chaotic fluctuations may also be encoun.-
pole coupling A ground-swe in con be spUm tered under appropriate driving conditions.
neouuly przne to the 3H stIM a &-4 iM This research was supported by the Air
decys to he same stte in an mmg 6 wam - Force Office of Scientific Research.
M& sporiaeou crosfeaxsim~ Fuoc, In
this way dv light du a twoo& m-a 6m 1 . H. Ni, Q. Shu, and S C. Rand, to be published.
and a sudden, substantial growth of cd- 2. J Rai and C. Bowden, in TwJ D4gt Interna-
stte populatim occ u. This effMt he bemi bonal Quantum Eetrnics Conferae". 1990
expoited prevms in othe system for t mi- (Optial Society of Amerca Waungtom DC.
tiot oi upconverin 1w action.' le, how- 19901 paper QTuN3.

eve wv drw atte W to tv asoiatd optcal 3. NM E Koch. A. E Kueny, and W Case. AppL
norliruaztt, which pm rims to str% fjou,- Phiy. Let 56, 1083 (1990),
wowe mixn procse
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CTuW20 Cooperative upconversion lasers
Ping Xie and Stephen C. Rand

Department of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science, University of Michigan,
1301 Beal Avenue, Ann Arbor, Michigan
48109-2122

An important channel for upconversion relies ing pair upconversion followed by absorption
on absorption of pump photons from excited of a pump photon from the 41, state to reach
states populated by pair upconversion. In 2H 11 . We distinguished between these two pos-
previous' pulsed-Er upconversion lasers, this sibilities by tailoring a pulse of 100-p s duration
cubic contribution was small, because short ex- acousto-optically from the pump beam at the
citation pulses were used, restricting ions from upconversion laser threshold intensity and
undergoing the slow first step of upconversion measuring timne-resolved fluorescence at 0.85 pn.
by this channel during the pulse-limiting up- A prompt and a long-lived component contrib-
conversion to entirely multi-atom processes. ute to this fluorescence (Fig. 3). The prompt

0 However, cw excitation can maintain popula- component has a rise time equal to the pulse-
tions in upconverted states by pair processes, width and is evidently caused by the two-step,
and direct absorption from such states may be pair-mediated process. The slow component ap-
important. Experiments reported here, how- pears long after the excitation pulse is over, on
ever, establish that, in 5%Er: CaF 2 at 77 K, cw a time scale characteristic of the directly pumped
inversion is sustained by a cubic upconversion state 411a; in view of its cubic dependence on

0 process primarily attributable to trio interac- intensity this finding indicates trio upconver-
tions. This work extends previous experiments' sion.
of cw lasing sustained by pair processes alone. A key result is that the integrated area of

The experimental setup was similar to that the trio component of the fluorescence decay in
used recently2 for the pair-pumped erbium laser. Fig. 3 is very much greater than the contribution
Threshold for cw-laser operation on the self- from the competitive pair-mediated channel.
terminating 0.85-p.m transition was reached for Because 0.85-pn fluorescence is a direct mea-
10 mW of absorbed, incident light at 1.5 pm in sure of population in the upper laser level and
a monolithic cavity. A slope efficiency of 28% the ratio of these contributions remains constant
was measured, as indicated in Fig. 1. The mech- as a function of pulsewidth at constant peak
anism of laser emission was investigated by intensity, it is clear that trio contributions over-
measuring fluorescence intensity at 0.85 gm as whelm pair-mediated contributions in the cw
a function of excitation intensity and time. Re- limit at these power levels.
suits are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The intensity
dependence indicates cubic dependence on ex- 1. S. A. Pollack, D. B. Chang, and M. Birnbaum,
citation, but does not distinguish between trio Appi. Phys. Lett. 54, 869 (1989).
interactions and the alternative process involv- 2. P. Xie and S. C. Rand, Opt. Lett. 15, 848 (1990).
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nal was heavily filtered opticafly and contained no
contributions from other upconversion errussion or
scattered pump fight.
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CWL Beam coupling by cooperative
nonlinearities

S. C. Rand and Q. Shu
Department of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science, University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-2122

Nondegenerate, two-beam coupling due to in- in Fig. 3 which revealed a rapid rise in the non-
creasing absorption in Tm:YALO crystals at room linear refractive index at the onset of avalanche
temperature is reported. We measured the dynamics which occur3 in the 3H4 state of Tm
power-dependent nonlinear refractive index us- in this material. Also shown is the svstem re-
ing a new technique. Also we explain the origin sponse time which peaks at the avalanche
of this resonantly enhanced nonlinearity by co- threshold intensity.
operative dynamics involving pairs of coupled The absence of ground state absorption at
Tm ions in concentrated crystals. 649 nm in Tm:YALO makes these results seem

We performed beam-coupling experiments very surprising at first. However, at this wave-
with the apparatus of Fig. 1. Relative frequency length the incident light is resonant with the
detuning of the input beams was accomplished excited state transition 3 - 4-I'G and we have
using acousto-optic modulators rather than been able to show by direct measurement that
Doppler shifting with moving mirrors. With this a sudden increase occurs in the 'H4 population
approach, the coupling between optical beams on resonance at mid-range intensity in Fig. 3.
in saturable absorbers can be measured as a This effect arises from coupling between an ex-
function of detuning in the range .01 Hz-100 cited Tin ion and a ground state Tm ion in con-
MHz in a matter of seconds without signal pro- centrated crystals, and is particularly strong in
cessing. A unique aspect of the current exper- YALO presumably because of the unusually low
iment was that the laser was tuned to a region non-radiative relaxation rate in this host. The
of transparency of the rare-earth-doped crystal. coupling mediates cross relaxation which pro-
At a wavelength of 649 nm, strong upconver- motes enough ground state ions to the first ex-
sion fluorescence and beam coupling occurred cited state to induce total absorption at 649 nm
above a minimum input light intensity. The in a crystal of only a few millimeters length,
spectrum observed in a single crystal of 2% with only a few milliwatts of incident power.
Tm:YALO at room temperature is shown in Fig. Because the rate of cross relaxation dearlv
2, and exhibits the dispersion-shaped signal dominates natural decay rates above avalanche
typica! of nocrdegenerate, two-beam coupling in threshold, excited state ion-ion coupling is
saturable absorbers.' thought to be strong enough to delocalize the

Using mode-mode coupling theory,2 the two- optical interaction. Hence, this new mechanism
beam coupling data was analyzed to obtain real for beam coupling appears to be delocalized.
and imaginary parts of the nonlinear refractive Low power and room temperature operation
index and the system response time as a func- make it an interesting candidate for many ex-
tion of incident intensity. The results are shown isting nonlinear optical applications.

This research was supported by the Air Force
Office of Scientific Research (AFSC).
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UPCONVERSION LASERS EXCrIED BY
PAIRS AND TRIOS
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R ecent experiments in Er:YLF and other crystals have The depletion rate of the pumped level, which is the
,demonstrated efficient laser action from energy levels lower laser level for the 2.8 and 0.85 pLn ermission lines,

populated entirely by cooperative upconversion of pump becomes a function of excitation in concentrated crystals,
energy from pairs and trios of excited Er ions. ' This has so that self-quenching can be avoided. True cw operanon
revealed a general method for pumping solid state laser should be possible based on pair-pumping alone. Efficien-
matenals that is quite distinct from processes relying on cies achieved in the pulsed experiments have ranged so iar
the absorption of one or more photons by stagle ions. hnew method permits excitation of ho energy states b from 0.1-11.0% on four transitions despite a poor match

newmetodperitsexitaionofhigh enrysae y between the Er:glass pump laser bandwidth and the
long wavelength radiation. For UV solid state lasers, it groun the as s Imp ove d effidth and
therefore offers an alternative to the use of deep ultraviolet gound state absorpton spectra. Improved efficiencies andpump sources that typically exhibit shallow penetration cw operation at shorter wavelengths are expected at lower
and can cause deleterious color center formation. Also, mperatures using new pump sources.

pair or multi-atom interactions can be exploited to achieve RE Minversions on new transitions that may be normally self- LC gs.quncm&1. s.A. Nhid D.E. Chang and N.L Mose J. Appi phys. 60. 40,-
quenching. 1986; S.C. Rand and S.A. PoUack, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 32- No. '8

In 5% Er:YLF, pump energy at 1.54 A~m promotes 1614, 1937.
ground state Er ions to the first excited state where energy
pooling takes place. A cooperative transition of excited,
near-neighbor Er ions occurs subsequently that conserves
energy overall and produces one high-energy ion and one
or more ground state ions. Stimulated emission can in
principle then occur between the upconverted energy state
and lower levels at wavelengths as short as 0.8 pgm for Er
pairs or 0.5 prm for trios. To date, room temperature laser
action from the upconverted states has been limited to a
pair-pumped transition wavelength of 2.8 pm. But a note-
worthy feature of this transition is that the lifetime of the
lower laser level (23 ms) exceeds that of the upper level (4
ms), so that this transition is normally self-quenching. At
cryogenic temperatures, trio-pumped laser action has been
observed at wavelengths of 0.85, 1.23, and 1.73 pm.
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Continuous-wave, pair-pumped laser

Ping Xie and Stephen C. Rand

L Derarment of Electricai Engineering and Computer Science. Lniversitv of Mic igan. 1301 Beal Avenue. Ann Arbor..\hcngan 48109-2-J2

Received March 2. 1990: accepted May 8. 1990

We report room-temperature operation of what we believe is the first continuous-wave laser that relies exclusively
on cooperative upconversion by coupled ion pairs to achieve population inversion.

Conventional excitation of laser media raises individ- populate the upper laser level 'I I. In dilute Er:CaF,
ual atoms or ions directly to energy levels above the crystals the transition 11, 1 2- 11 is self-quenched be-
emitting level.' However, as we show here, energy cause the 4I113/2 lifetime (28 msec) exceeds that of 'I. :
states lying well above those populated by incident (13 msec) by roughly a factor of 2 at low excitation
light can be reached by spontaneous, cooperative up- rates.6 However, Er-Er interactions in concentrated
conversion processes at rates sufficient to sustain sta- crystals make the 413,2 lifetime excitation dependent.
ble, steady-state population inversions. Here we As a result, even when the lower laser level is pumped
demonstrate cw laser action from upconverted states directly, as in the study reported here, the lower-state
without significant contributions from multiphoton lifetime decreases with increasing occupation, and it
absorption. This novel operating principle holds becomes possible to achieve steady-state inversion
promise as a means of pumping short-wavelength sol- from upconverted states without the assistance of
id-state lasers without the need for radiation sources multiphoton excitation.
of still shorter wavelength, without the need for multi- This surprising result is in agreement with an exact
photon absorption coincidences, and without the usu- analysis 12 in which the comparative rates of two-pho-
al problems of color-center formation and short ex- ton and two-atom pumping of the high-lying 4I) 2 state
tinction length for pump light near the band edge of a may be varied. In our model each manifold is repre-
solid. sented as a single level to furnish a simple but realistic

While the cooperative upconversion pair process picture of the basic dynamics. Within the rate-equa-
was previously found to account for modified kinetics tion approximation, diagonal density matrix elements
in erbium lasers,2 it has not been shown to be capable for the nonlinear four-level system are
on its own of sustaining continuous inversion, as we d
show here. A variety of pulsed3 and cw upconver- p 11 

f y41p4 + y11p3 3 + X01p. + cp_) - ,- ,
sion 4 .5 lasers pumped by sequential multiphoton ab- (1

sorption processes at low temperatures have been re-
ported. Also, earlier studies of upconversion lasers d P . + 3233 - 23(P2 2 -
included those of pulsed operation of pair-pumped dt =  +

solid-state erbium lasers by Pollack et al.6 and Rand et - 2ap:- 2 + BI(pll - p .. 2)
al.- In addition, conventional excitation was used to
achieve cw operation on the 2 .8-Mm transition of erbi- dP . 7 - - (3)
um in CaFo (Ref. 6) and other hosts.8 Here, however, dt -

steady-state inversion of the upper laser level is d 14)
achieved exclusively by upconversion due to sponta- - = aP.44 - "f4,,
neous Er-Er interactions in the excited state. We also
discuss why earlier studies2 .6.7 or traditional laser anal- 1 >
ysis could not have predicted that true cw pair- 3>

pumped laser operation is even possible. ( 1
The energy-level diagram of the Er3 + ion is shown in

Fig. 1. The crosses on level 4113/2 represent erbium
ions initially prepared in this level by resonant absorp-
tion of light from a cw NaCI color-center laser operat-
ing at 1.51 jm. Pair interactions of near-neighbor
ions can induce cooperative upconversion as shown in >t

the figure, and similar processes have been the subject
of research in gases since the work of Welch9 and in o, I on 2
solids since the time of Dieke.10  The curved arrows Fig. 1. Two-atom cooperative upconversion process re-
indicate the dynamics schematically, with ion 2 losing sponsible for steady-state inversion of level 1I1, - with re-
energy by returning to the ground state and ion 1 spect to level I1 in Er:CaF.. The initial excited state,
gaining energy by upconversion to level '19 2, which with both Er ions in the 11 1 2 state, is prepared by cw irradia-
then relaxes rapidly [lifetime -7 lsec (Ref. 11)] to tion at 1.51 Mm on the 'Its 2-1  , absorption resonance.

fl46-9592/90/1.-50948-03$2.0 0/0 c 1990 Optical Society of America
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where -y,, is the spontaneous relaxation rate from level using a fast InAs photodiode (rise time -5 nsec) and a
i to j, B, is the induced absorption rate, a is the pair thermopile. Amplitude fluctuations at twice thresh-
upconversion coefficient, K, is the rate of stimulated old were -15 dB below the dc level within the mea-
emission, and -Y = "Y4:1 + 'Y4 + "Y4l, 71* - 2 + y 31 are surement bandwidth (dc 1 MHz).
total decay rates of levels 4 and 3. Before the onset of saturation, the output power of

In Eq. (2) the term -2ap, 2,_ accounts for the loss of the laser increased quadratically with incident power
two ions simultaneously from level 2 during the coop- in excess of threshold. This behavior established the
erative upconversion process. One of these ions is pumping mechanism as either two-photon absorption
destined for level 4 and one for level 1, giving rise to or pair-mediated upconversion. (Reabsorption of res-
the positive a terms in Eqs. (1) and (4). This process onance fluorescence cannot produce population inver-
populates levels higher than level 2. Steady-state solu- sion on a self-terminating transition.) We distin-
tions for the populations when two-photon absorption is guished between these two possibilities with the time-
turned off (B2.4 = 0) furnish the condition for population resolved fluorescence measurements described next.
inversion between levels 2 and 3 (p3p,_P. > 1): The time dependence of the 'I11 2 population was

0 1 monitored directly by detecting fluorescence emission
a> aJr + y(.: 1 + )+ (y4 + '4l. (5) at 985 nm with a fast photomultiplier following short-

i IB,(3y4 3. + 71) J pulse excitation of the laser medium. A rectangular
2  pulse of 30-gsec duration and 100-mW peak power was

Here ath = 
-3"r4(3_Y43 + t:j)/NY43 and N f N, + N., + selected acousto-optically from the cw pump beam for

Nj + N 4. Inequality (5) shows that (ignoring cavity this purpose. Results are shown in Fig. 3(a).
losses) steady-state inversion is possible for any non- The absorption of two pump photons must neces-
zero pump intensity I, provided that the upconversion sarily occur within the incident pulse duration. A
coefficient is sufficiently large. calculation in which two-photon absorption accounts

For coupled-atom systems, however, the theoretical for 1%, 5%, or 40% of the upper-state population at
requirement for inversion given in inequality (5) does short times results in the curves of Fig. 3(b), indicating
not guarantee stable cw operation in the same way as that observed fluorescence would exhibit an obvious
for conventional lasers. It is well known that, in oscil- step by the end of the pulse in these cases. The mea-
lator systems with strong nonlinear coupling,' 3 unsta- sured rise of fluorescence, though, reveals different
ble and even chaotic steady states are frequently en- behavior. Instead, it shows virtually no prompt emis-
countered. Hence it is necessary to introduce small sion and appears over an interval consistent with the
perturbations, linearize system equations about their lifetime of the 4113,2 state in which pair interactions
steady-state values, and consider coherences to inves- occur. These data immediately rule out contributions
tigate stability of cw cooperatively pumped lasers. from two-photon absorption greater than approxi-

We have performed such an analysis,' 2 using the mately 1%, making it clear that long before the rate of
Routh-Hurwitz criterion for stability. 4 The steady- two-atom cooperative upconversion reaches its peak,
state inversion due to Er pair interactions is predicted it is already 100 times more effective than two-photon
to be stable if 743 is large compared with other decay absorption at the power levels of this experiment. A
rates in the system. According to our calculations, detailed fit of the temporal evolution in Fig. 3(a), fol-
true cw operation (without chaotic behavior or sus- lowed by extrapolation to steady-state populations.
tained oscillations) should be achievable whenever the reveals that two-photon excitation rate actually ac-
final state in the cooperative transition relaxes quick- counts for much less than 1% of the steady-state inver-
ly, effectively preventing feedback through the reverse sion.i2
transition (cross relaxation). This result is relevant to At present only a rough comparison of observed
our coupled-atom system in Er:CaF 2, where the 419/2 threshold intensity with that predicted from inequal-
lifetime is indeed short. In the opposite, coherent ity (5) is possible. Using the values for decay rates
coupling limit, however, transient or sustained oscilla- given in Refs. 6 and 11, we find that at = 2.5 X 10-19
tions and population pulsations are expected to be cm sec- . Together with the only available estimate
prevalent in pair-pumped processes.

For the experiment, a crystal of 5% Er:CaF2 was ,.
used as the pair-pumped laser medium. It consisted I

of a 3-mm-thick disk prepared with one flat surface
and one convex surface of radius 2.5 cm. Both sur- E

faces were antireflection coated in the range 1.4-1.6
1m, and between 2.7 and 2.9 pm the curved surface
gave total reflection and the flat served as a 2% output
coupler. The sample was pumped longitudinally at
room temperature with a cw NaCI color-center laser 10I
focused by a 5-cm lens, absorbing 74% of radiation at .M
1.51 pm. For incident intensities above a threshold of P P mW

105 mW, TEMo laser emission was observed at 2.75 Fig.2. Log-log plot of cw pair-pumped erbium laser output
pm, as shown in Fig. 2. Cw output of 9 mW was versus absorbed incident power above threshold. The solid
obtained with 200-mW absorbed pump power, for an curve has a slope of 2. illustrating the quadratic dependence
overall efficiency of 4.5%. Laser output was moni- followed at low powers. The onset of saturation is evident at
tored through a notch filter at 2.8 pm (FWHM 10 nm), high power.
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prospect of new cw, rare-earth lasers in other highly
doped crystals on both self-quenched and unquenched
transitions.

Y Note added in proof: The excitation mechanism
, :-. - of the pulsed, pair-absorption-pumped laser reported

in Ba/ri vapor 1 was quite distinct from that reported
here. It relied on pair absorption on a collision-in-
duced transition, a stimulated rather than a spontane-
ous process. Also, our result is fundamentally differ-

1 2o o ent from that of Quarles et al.,I in which spontaneous
_-..,1 - cross relaxation (cooperative downconversion) of Tm

2 D 3 Z 4 5 6 D - opairs achieved inversion of Ho after an additional en-
T,me (insec) ergy-transfer step.

This research was sponsored by the U.S. Air Force
-- -Office of Scientific Research under contract F49620-

88-C-0079.
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• We report operation of what we believe is the first continuous-wave laser which relies
exclusiely on cooperative upconversion by coupled ion tnos to achieve population inversion.

The first laser to operate with an output wavelength + rz1p 2 + aP~2 + 2fiP , - B,2 1(P,, - 222) (1)
* shorter than that of the excitation was a pulsed erbium

laser reported by Johnson and Guggenheim.' Since this d
early work, a variety of continuous-wave lasers have been P22 = tY'52P55 + Y42P44 + Y32P33 - Y21P22 + K25(p5 - P22)
reported in which upconversion occurs by different mech-
anisms, and inversions of upconverted energy levels have - 2ap, 2 - 3 22 + B121(PII -P22) (2)
been sustained by avalanche processes, '3 direct pair-

• pumping,4 and multiphoton absorption with variable con- d (3)
tributions from energy transfer.56 To date, cw upconver- Po
sion lasers have been operated in Pr-, Er-, Tm-, and Nd-
doped solids, exhibiting surprisingly high efficiencies (up d
to 30%) in simple and robust, monolithic designs. All can dt (4)
potentially be pumped by diode lasers, and furnish wave-

* lengths typically twice as short as diode lasers. With the d
advent of room-temperature operation these devices should dP = y65o6 - yto5 - K25 (P~s - P22) - (5)
therefore offer attractive alternatives to harmonic genera-
tion schemes1 for short-wavelength source applications. -

In this letter we show that in addition to the known d,

avalanche, two-atom and multiphoton upconversion mech- where the spontaneous relaxation rate between level i and
* anisms, steady-state inversions can also be maintained by j is given by Y, and B is the induced rate between i andj.

cooperative transitions of atomic trios. Spontaneous coop- The pair and trio upconversion coefficients are a and )3,
erative fluorescence due to weakly coupled trios of rare-
earth dopants in dielectric crystals has been studied previ-
ously.8 However, to our knowledge this is the first report of
cw stimulated emission sustained by trio-pumping alone. 6 -

• Furthermore the 0.855 pm upconversion laser reported 5 4s
here achieves remarkably efficient cw oscillation on a self- I 3 /2
terminating transition. 0.855 m I

A simple, but realistic picture of the basic dynamics in
the current work is obtained with a six-level model of triva- 4 4 1
lent erbium, indicated schematically in Fig. 1. Here each I/2

* manifold is represented by a single level and cooperative 3 i 1
transitions are permitted only in level two, which is con- - 11/2
sidered to be very long lived at low excitation densities. In
reality level three of Er3  is also long lived, but its popu- 2 -41

lation arises entirely from level two pair processes. Hence it 13/2
contributes to effective losses in the erbium pair laser4 and

* to quartic upconversion, but not to the cubic upconversion
processes of interest here. In our model we draw on earlier
results which justify omission of two-photon absorption
source terms for level four population.4 However we in- 1 5/2
clude the possibility of direct absorption of pump photons
by ions maintained in level four by cooperative pair upcon-
version to reach the upper laser level. Diagonal density FIG. I. Three-atom coolerative upconverslon process responsible for

steady-state inversion of level 4S"Z with respet to level I,, in Er CaF.matrix elements for this nonlinear system are The initial excited state, with three dopant ions in the 'I, state, Is

prepared by cw irradiation at 1.51 )m on the '1, - ', : ab,,orption

d resonance of tnvalent erbium. The curved arrows indicate the d namics
' P1 = Y5IP55 + Y41Ps + Y3IP33 schematically. with two atoms returning to the ground state ,h,ile one is

d+ promoted to the upper laser level.
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respectively. K, is the rate of stimulated emission from i to 80
j and y, is the total decay rate of level i.

In Eq. (2), there is a quadratic loss term correspond-
ing to a pair process and a cubic term for trio upconver-
sion. In the former process two ions are lost for each tran-
sition, requiring the indicated factor of 2. One ion returns E 40.
to ground while the other is upconverted to level four. In
the trio process three atoms leave level two, requiring a
factor of 3 in the cubic loss coefficient. Two of the excited 20.

ions return to ground and one is upconverted directly to
level six with subsequent rapid decay to level five. Of cen- 0
tral importance here is the result that in the absence of 0 100 20 300
cavity losses or pair upconversion a steady-state inversion
between levels two and five can be maintained by trio up- Pbl (mW)
conversion alone if

rs(y5 + 3Y6) (Y2 + Y51 + 2Y)v 2  FIG. 2. Linear plot of cw trio-pumped laser output vs absorbed incident
Y+5 + 36)16) 1 (7) power. The solid curve is a linear guide to the eye.

two-or three-photon absorption are ruled out by the ab-
Conditions such as (7) for steady-state inversion in sence of prompt fluorescence from levels three and four, as

coupled-atom systems do not guarantee stable cw opera- discussed in our earlier paper. 4 We disnguished between
tion. The oscillator system is highly nonlinear and may the two remaining possibilities with time-resolved fluores-

exhibit unstable or even chaotic states. Hence a stability che measrem ent s with tigure.

analysis is required to ensure theoretically stable operation Figure 4 shows the time dependence of fluorescence at

of the laser. We have analyzed trio laser stability with a 0.855F m from the upper laser level, monitored with a fast

simplified four-level model (omitting levels three and four) photomultiplier following pulsed excitation below thresh-

by introducing small perturbations and linearizing system old. A rectangular pulse of 100 its duration and 8 mW

response near steady-state conditions. The Routh-Hurwitz peak power was selected acousto-optically from the cw

criterion9 then predicts stable oscillation whenever the p ea or s p u S ial ro 4h00

highest state, the trio-pumped state, is short-lived com- scans was used to improve signal-to-noise rag io on a time

pared to other levels in the system. This condition is well scale of msed t h 1 siznandidth.
me nE 3 +. scale of milliseconds with I MHz bandwidth.

met in Er3  Two components are evident in the experimental
To demonstrate an erbium trio laser experimentally, a curve. The first is a prompt component with a rse time

3-mm-thick crystal of 5% Er:CaF2 was prepared with one equal to the pulse duration, followed by a subsequent,
flat surface and one convex surface of radius 2.5 cm. Both rapid decay. This component can only be due to pump
surfaces were antireflection coated in the range 1.4-1.6 Am. absorption by pair-upconverted ions in state 4I,"2, since the
Additionally, in the range 0.8-0.9 jm, the curved surface signal decays when the pulse ends and yet two-photon ab-
was coated for total reflection (R >99.9%) and the flat sorption contributions to the 4J9,12 population are insignif-
served as a 0.5% output coupler. The sample was pumped icant under these conditions (see Fig. 4 inset and Ref. 4).
longitudinally at liquid-nitrogen temperature with a cw This component therefore corresponds to the pair-
NaC! color center laser focused by a 5 cm lens, and it mediated channel. The second component rises slowly,
absorbed 74% of incident light at 1.51 pm. For incident
intensities above a threshold of 10 mW, TEMo, laser emis-
sion was observed at 0.855 pm as shown in Fig. 2. A max. l03

imum of 64 mW cw output was obtained for 235 mW of
absorbed pump power, for an overall efficiency of 26%
(theoretical maximum is 60%) and a slope efficiency of
28%. No evidence of saturation spiking behavior was oh- -
served and amplitude fluctuations were 15 dB below the 2 0
output level within the measurement bandwidth (dc 1
MHz).

The intensity dependence of upconversion fluorescence m
shown in Fig. 3 reveals that level five is populated by a E
process varying with the cube of the incident intensity. 10
This is a key result of the present work, since with our 10 l0
method of excitation, there are only two possible channels
for populating upper laser level five by a cubic process. One Pm (mW)
channel is a trio process and the other is absorption of a FIG. 3. Log-log plot of level five fluorescence vs excitation intensity The
pump photon by pair-pumped ions in level four. Addi- solid curve illustrates a cubic dependence for 0.855 gsm upconvension
tional conceptual possibilities related to ground state emission.
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ST mW. This tnio laser consequently has much higher effi-
ciency and lower threshold than the pair-pumped erbium
laser,' a somewhat unexpected result due at least partly to
the absence of water a scrption at the emission wavelength

- tas well as higher cavity Q. However the cubic depletion
I ~ rate of the lower level may also play a significant role. In

0 0 10 2 addition, amplitude fluctuations are much smaller in tro
Ulaser output, a result possibly due to the very short lifetime

-7 of level six which discourages back transfer.
In summary, we have demonstrated a continuous-wave

laser pumped by cooperative upconversion from trios of

excited, coupled erbium ions in CaF 2. Its unoptimized ef-0 . 4 0 . 00 0 16 0 20 ficiency is high, indicating that tri, mechanisms by them-
TIME ( ms selves can be exploited for the development of novel, short-

wavelength solid-state lasers. The erbium trio laser is
remarkable in that cw operation is achieved on a self-

FIG. 4. Fluorescence intensity at 855 nm vs time, due to sample excita- terminating transition with lower laser level pumping.
tion by an acousto-optically tailored pulse of 100 As duration and 8 mW Hence this nonlinear pumping scheme not only offers the
peak intensity. Prompt emission is observed as a spike during the applied
pulse. A slowly nsing component appears long after the pulse terminates, prospect of new upconversion lasers, but also of cw rare-
The ielative importance of these two excitation channels can be assessed earth lasers in other highly doped crystals on previously
by comparing areas under component curves. The inset shows the absence unusable, self-terminating transitions.
of prompt emission at 0.98 im. ruling out level four two-photon and level Research sponsored by the Air Force Office of Scien-
six three-photon excitation. tifc Research (AFSC), under contract F49620-88-C-0079.
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Avalanche upconversion in Tm:YALO 3
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We report the sudden appearance of upconversion fluorescence and resonant increasing absorption above a
threshold intensity in Tm:YALO 3 at room temperature. These effects are shown to arise from nonlinear, coop-
erative, excited-state dynamics. Comparison with quantum theory reveals essential roles both for pairwise
cross relaxation and excitation migration among Tm impurity ions.

Absorption features with thresholds in rare-earth Absorption between 640 and 660 nm was negligible
crystals were first observed in Pr:LaC 3 and at low incident intensities. However, as shown
Pr:LaBr 3 by Chivian et al.' in spectral regions de- in Fig. 3, transmission in Tm:YALO 3 decreases
void of ground-state transitions. Their experi- sharply at a resonant wavelength of 649.5 nm above
ments were a prelude to development of avalanche intensities of 9.4 x 10' W/cm2 . This wavelength
upconversion lasers 2,3 operating at shorter wave- corresponds precisely to the wavelength of the
lengths than their excitation and sustained by opti- 3H 4 (1)- 1 G4 (1) excited-state transition of Tm.5
cal pumping in regions of transparency. While Absorption becomes so highly nonlinear above
empirical modeling of the nonlinear absorption4 ob- threshold that an input beam of Gaussian profile
served under avalanche conditions has supported a evolves into a doughnut distribution with nearly
picture that involves cooperative energy-pooling pair zero transmission at beam center and relatively
processes between excited and neighboring ground- high transmission in the wings. At the same time
state ions, basic premises of this model have not strong blue upconversion fluorescence is emitted by
been directly tested experimentally. Furthermore the crystal.
no microscopic theory has been advanced that ex- We investigated the mechanism responsible for
plains observations made to date consistently. this nonlinear absorption and upconversion by first

In this Letter we present experimental results on noting that efficient cross relaxation between levels
avalanche absorption and upconversion in a new sys- 3F4 and 3He of Tm occurs in a wide variety of crystals
tem at room temperature as well as a quantum theo- doped heavily with this ion.6 This process is illus-
retical framework for calculating system behavior. trated in Fig. 2, and, since the lower level (3H4 ) of
We show that when incident light is tuned away the induced absorption transition is the same as the
from ground-state absorption wavelengths and into intermediate state in cross relaxation, it is natural
resonance with an excited-state transition of Tin, to inquire about its potential role in avalanche dy-
nonlinear absorption and upconversion fluorescence namics. To investigate excited-state dynamics, we
appear above a distinct threshold intensity. We recorded fluorescence at two wavelengths as a func-
verify directly that population in the lower resonant tion of incident intensity with the laser tuned
excited state undergoes a rapid increase that may to the strongest excited-state resonance. Long-
aptly be called an avalanche and cannot be ex- wavelength fluorescence at 1.9 Am [3H4(1)-3H6 (1,2)]
plained by linear dynamics. Theoretical analysis was detected with an InAs photodiode and used
indicates that the cooperative dynamics responsible to monitor 3 H4 excited-state population directly.
for the avalanche involve two distinct processes, Short-wavelength emission at 475.6 nm ['G4(1)-
namely, near-neighbor cross relaxation and excita- 3H6(1)I was used to monitor upconversion behavior
tion migration between pairs. Collectively, these versus intensity at 649.5 nm.
results furnish a consistent conceptual basis for a Fluorescence intensity is strictly proportional to
detailed understanding of avalanche upconversion the initial-state population, irrespective of the final-
and show that in selected media this phenomenon state dynamics. Hence results for emission at
can occur at high enough temperatures to render 1.9 Am versus the incident intensity (Fig. 4) consti-
applications practical. tute a direct measurement of population in the 3H4

Figure .1 displays both the low-intensity absorp- excited state. Absorption at 649.5 nm, on the other
tion spectrum and the excitation spectrum of in- hand, reflects population differences of the 3H. and
duced absorption features near 649.5 nm in the 'G4 levels rather than of the avalanche population
biaxial host crystal YALO 3 . A continuous-wave, itself. Short-wavelength emission at 475.6 nm
single-mode DCM ring dye laser polarized along a again samples population in the upper resonant
principal axis was tuned to the wavelength of the state directly. Our results clearly show that the
excited-state transition of Tm3' at 649.5 nm (Fig. 2) population itself in the 3H4 (1) level of Tm exhibits a
and focused to a spot radius of 45.0 Am in an 8-mm- dramatic increase above a relatively sharp threshold
thick sample. The dopant concentration was 2%. intensity. At the same time, increasing absorption

0146-9592/91/181424035.00/0 © 1991 Optical Society of America
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6.0 First, with this approach, cooperative population de-

_ o.U-- I cay rates (probabilities) of neighboring atoms are
- written in terms of uncorrelated products of occupa-

S4. . tion probabilities for individual atoms. This is
contrary to the basic picture of the cooperative

=____ _ mechanism responsible for the avalanche in which
_____neighboring ions make simultaneous (and therefore

2.0- 645 655 '."completely correlated) energy-conserving transi-
Fci.taion Wavelength .n tions mediated by short-range interactions.' Sec-

. ond, cooperative relaxation rates must dominate
< 00 -- natural decay rates when avalanche effects are ob-

0.0 610 630 650 670 690 served, so that the implicitly perturbative approach
Wavelength nm) of rate eq options that ignores coherences is not jus-

tified a prG., To include interion coherences, we
Fig. 1. Unpolarized absorption spectrum of 2% tfied with I To ilue equation,

Tm:YALO 3 at room temperature and low intensity. In- started with the Liouville equation,

duced absorption resonances appear between 640 and . d
650 nm at intensities above 10' W/cm 2, as shown by the - = [H,p] - ih(p)p, 1)
inset excitation spectrum of 475.6-nm fluorescence. In where H = H0 + H + V is the Hamiltonian. H, is
the inst, the main resonance is due to the H4(1)-'G 4 t)
excited-state transition of Tm 3 . Smaller features at 646 the interion coupling (multipole or exchange interac-
and 641 nm correspond to the 'G42)-3H4(l) and 1G4(4)-
'H 4(1) avalanche transitions, respectively.

0.80 "
14. .. 5 I41*

0 E 0.60 t
4.131.+

13.- 
3
F4 3.122,

42 3.122. 040

I 11 0 60 120 180 '40

Tm Tm PAIR Power imW)

Fig. 2. Left: energy-level diagram illustrating coopera- Fig.. 3. Total Gaussian beam transmission through 2%
tive relaxation of neighboring Tm ions. The straight Tm:YALO 3 at 649.5 nm as a function of intensity T =

arrow indicates an absorptive optical transition at fre- 293 K).
quency wo followed by intraconfigurational relaxation
(wiggly arrow). The curved arrows indicate the subse- 0-
quent spontaneous pair process in which one 3F4 ion re-
laxes to 3H4 while its neighbor is promoted to the same
state in a nearly resonant cooperative transition. Right: 60, -

levels of the pair basis formed from uncoupled product
states. States labeled + indicate that for degenerate t 40,
states only the symmetric Davydov component is pre-
sumed to participate in dynamics, having nonzero matrix
elements for optical transitions to ground and other + l0t
states in the presence of inversion symmetry of the pair
[121>+ = 2l2(r2>I1>+1>J2>)]. .

and upconversion fluorescence appear with the 0 60 120 10 240
same threshold, in qualitative agreement with ear- Power (mw)
lier observations on Pr ions.' Here, however, the Fig. 4. Theoretical and experimental excited-state popu-
avalanche level population is monitored directly lations in 2% Tm:YALO 3 excited with monochromatic
rather than indirectly, no abrupt jumps in system light at 64&5 nm. Asterisk and dotted experimental
parameters are observed, and room-temperature op- traces: upconversion and infrared fluorescence at
eration is achieved. Additionally, theoretical analy- 475.6 nm and 1.9 ,m, respectively. Dashed curve:
sis of these data, which we turn to now, achieves calculation of "G4 population in isolated pairs (a = 0), in-
good agreement with experiment and reveals new dicative of increasing 3H4 population (magnified by
aspects of the avalanche upconversion process not 2 x 10" to be visible on the scale of other calculations).aectofe thev . Solid curve: numerical 'G. results combining intrapair
recognized previously, relaxation with energy migration between distant pairs

Descriptions of avalanche dynamics to date have (best fit a = 2.0 x 106 s-). The fixed parameters are
focused on pair interactions using rate equations. A = 2.8 x 10 - ° s-', JH3 J/hr 34 = i0' s-', Y11 Y42 =
However, the rate approximation provides an incom- Y = Y51 = "s/2 = YSS = 0, y3 = '32 = 107 s -'. y = Y4 =

plete theory for the avalanche effect for two reasons. 780 s- ', and y5 = s. = 3.6 x 103 s - '.
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tions), and V describes the light-matter interaction, an essential mechanism by which ions reach an or-
The relaxation rate given by phenomenological dinarily empty excited state, but a mechanism
damping term - ihF(p)p in our semiclassical approach must also exist for rapid excitation migration in-
is linear in atomic density for intrapair dynamics in volving more ions to achieve substantial increases in
a pair basis of states but bilinear for relaxation be- absorption.
tween uncorrelated pairs. F depends on p since de- Evidence for this is presented in Fig. 4, in which
cay can occur not only internally but also by random the solid curve shows the result when a is taken to
hopping of excitation to a distant pair with a rate be nonzero. This introduces resonant energy mi-
dependent on pair populations at the origin and des- gration (random hopping) between state-3 pairs and
tination. Equation (1) in the uncoupled pair basis distant ground-state neighbors, which constitute a
of Fig. 2 yields the following equations for popula- reservoir of excitable atoms. For simplicity, we dis-
tions in pair levels coupled by the optical field: regard the detailed nature and distance dependence
d of the migration process (a = constant), retaining
dP- = (Vp52 - p25V2)iih - Y21P22 + A(pl - p22) only a bilinear dependence on occupation probabili-

dt ties of pairs at the origin and destination in the cor-
+ Y32P33 + 'Y42P44 + Y52PM + 2ap1 P33 - 2ap222, responding relaxation rate.

Good agreement with experiment is obtained
(2) with the full theory, which permits a majority of

d impurity ions to participate in cooperative dynamics
P5 (V 2p25 - p52V2s)/ih - ysp55. (3) through combined intrapair and interpair re-

dt laxation. The small discrepancy in Fig. 4 between

These equations must be solved self-consistently the solid theoretical curve and data near threshold
with those for populations in other levels, as well as is attributed to nonuniformity of interaction across
for optical and interatomic coherences, the Gaussian beam. Agreement is therefore

d only obtained when the internal dynamics of near-
d tP25 = .woP25 + V25(ps - p22)/ih - r25p25, (4) neighbor atomic interactions is followed by energy

transfer to more distant Tm ions, with a transfer
d rate independent of the identity of the initial pair by
d P34 = p34(H33 - H44)/ih virtue of randomness in the migration process.

Clearly, slow near-neighbor dynamics yield increas-

+ H34(p 44 - p33)/ih - 1734 p34 , (5) ing absorption, whereas fast migration yields
threshold behavior and immensely magnifies the

These equations reduce to rate equations when the excited-state absorption.
interatomic coherence is zero (H 34 = (3JH,.tI4) = 0). In summary, we have identified two important as-
y is the decay rate from level i to j, -k is the total pects of avalanche dynamics, describable by a single

rate from level k, and pk1 is the density-matrix ele- set of equations. First, light that is not resonant
ment between pair levels k and 1. r,7 is the rate of with any ground-state absorption promotes ions to
relaxation of coherence between levels i andj, and A excited states by activating short-range interactions
is a thermal pumping rate, assumed to be effective between one excited ion and a near neighbor in the
solely in populating the first excited pair state. a is ground state, which generates increased absorption.
the rate of resonant energy migration between dis- Second, energy migration multiplies the effective-
tant pairs (p is dimensionless). ness of the cooperative dynamics, which introduces

Coefficient a accompanies nonlinear terms that a characteristic absorption threshold. In 2%
describe dynamics between uncorrelated pairs. For Tm:YALO, avalanche absorption and upconversion
example, the term +2ap1 p33 in Eq. (2) describes the are observed at room temperature and are well
relaxation of two pairs initially in pair states 3 and described by density-matrix theory.
1. Energy exchange yields two pairs in state 2 at a This research was sponsored by Air Force Office
rate a. Linearized theory (a = 0) describes coher- of Scientific Research contract F49620-88-C-0079.
ent dynamics within isolated pairs and predicts a
minute amount of increasing absorption, as indi-
cated by the dashed curve in Fig. 4. However, it References
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